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Abstract. Consider the problem of nonparametric estimation of an un-
known β-Hölder smooth density pXY at a given point, where X and Y
are both d dimensional. An infinite sequence of i.i.d. samples (Xi, Yi)
are generated according to this distribution, and Alice and Bob observe
(Xi) and (Yi), respectively. They are allowed to exchange k bits either
in oneway or interactively in order for Bob to estimate the unknown den-




for one-way protocols and k−
2β
d+2β for interactive protocols.
The logarithmic improvement is nonexistent in the parametric counter-
parts, and therefore can be regarded as a consequence of nonparametric
nature of the problem. Moreover, a few rounds of interactions achieve the
interactive minimax rate: we show that the number of rounds can grow
as slowly as the super-logarithm (i.e., inverse tetration) of k.
1. Introduction
Learning and computation under communication constraints are topics
of interest to various scientific communities. The communication complex-
ity problem in computer science was introduced in the seminal paper of [34]
(see also [19] for a survey), where Alice and Bob compute a given Boolean
function of their local bits by means of exchanging messages. Notably, the
famous log-rank conjecture is still open to date. Function computation is
closely related to parametric estimation, as can seen from the case of the
function f(X,Y) = 1
n
∑n
i=1XiYi which estimates the correlation. The latter
has also been referred to as the Gap-Hamming problem [17, 7]. Through [4],
information theoretic arguments were brought to the CS community due to
their convenient tensorization (direct-sum) properties. Similar tensorization
properties previously appeared in the information theory literature [18] in
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somewhat different contexts. For the problem of two party binary hypothe-
sis testing between Bernoulli distributions, a recent survey can be found in
[13]. In particular, the recent work of [25] showed the benefit of additional
samples in independence testing, and [14, 13] derived bounds for testing
against dependent distributions.
In the electrical engineering community, perhaps the first attack was by [2]
which considered distributed hypothesis testing under communication con-
straints under the one-way communication protocol. Extension to the in-
teractive communication setting was achieved by [33], again building on the
tensorization result of [18]. The related common randomness generation and
secret key generation problems were also considered by a number of works
from both the CS and the EE communities; we refer to the paper [29] for
survey on along these lines. Another line of research on the distributed con-
sensus problem [27] has a rather different flavor, since it mostly concerns
issues such as communication frequency rather than communication bits,
and while the fundamental limits for general networks appear intractable,
convergence times of particular algorithms are often studied in detail.
In statistics, recent years have seen a surge of papers on distributed es-
timation [36, 11, 6, 38, 37, 10, 1, 15] and the related problems such as data
summarization [24, 32, 31]. While the parametric version is more or less
similar to the distributed hypothesis testing problem mentioned above, some
of these works in statistics also have the feature that the number of ma-
chines/parameters grows, and it is of interest to characterize the risk as poly-
nomials of these asymptotic quantities, especially in the high-dimensional or
nonparametric settings. Most of these works in statistics concern the setting
where a number of distributed devices collect samples following a common
distribution. They send messages to a common centralized learner, for the
latter to estimate the unknown distribution. Although some of those papers
have mentioned “interactive”, the word generally refers to posting messages
interactively on a centralized blackboard, rather than the two party interac-
tive protocol in the CS literature.
In this paper, we take the natural step of introducing nonparametric (NP)
statistics to Alice and Bob, whereby two parties estimate a nonparametric
density by means of sending messages back and forth. The key difference from
previous works in statistics is that the goal is to estimate a joint distribution
with two parties sharing the marginals, rather than a single distribution. It is
imaginable that in some real applications, the relation between certain pairs
(such as friends in a social network), rather than the marginal properties, is
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the object of interest, so that joint distribution estimation is a more adequate
question in such situtations.
For concreteness, consider the problem of nonparametric estimation of
an unknown β-Hölder smooth density pXY at a given point. For simplicity
we assume the symmetric case where X and Y are both d dimensional. An
infinite sequence of i.i.d. samples (Xi, Yi) are generated according to pXY ,
and Alice and Bob observe (Xi) and (Yi), respectively. After they exchange
k bits (either in oneway or interactively), Bob estimates the unknown density
at the given point.
For β ∈ (0, 2], we successfully characterize the mean square estimation
error as polynomials of the communication complexity k: the minimax mean






for one-way protocols and k−
2β
d+2β for interac-
tive protocols. The assumption of β ∈ (0, 2] is from the fact that rectangular
kernel estimators are optimal in this regime.
Notably, allowing interaction strictly improves the estimation risk. Previ-
ously, improvements over one-way protocols are known but in very different
contexts: in [21] (see also [20]), the improvement in the rate region of com-
mon randomness generation was found for biased binary distributions, but
this means shorter communication complexity in the leading factor, rather
than the order of magnitude. On the other hand, the example distribution
in [29] is based on the pointer-chasing construction of [23] which appears to
be a highly artificial distribution designed to entail a separation between the
one-way and interactive protocols. In contrast, the logarithmic separation in
the present paper arises from the nonparametric nature of the problem: If
we consider the problem of correlation estimation for Bernoulli pairs with a
fixed bias (a parametric problem), the risk will be order k−
1
2 , and there will
be no separation between one-way and interactive protocols. However, from
the viewpoint of kernel estimators, nonparametric estimation is analogous to
Bernoulli correlation estimation where the bias is not fixed but adapts to k
(since the optimal bandwidth adapts to k), which gives rise to the separation.
For the risk upper bound, in the one-way setting it is efficient for Alice to
just encode the set of i’s such that Xi falls within a neighborhood (computed
by the optimal bandwidth for a given k) of the given point x0. To achieve
the optimal k−
2β
d+2β rate for interactive protocols, we provide a novel scheme
that uses r > 1 rounds of interactions, where r = r(k) grows as slowly as
the super logarithm (defined as the inverse of tetration) of k. With the
sequence of r(k) we use in Section 5.3 (and suppose that β = d = 1), while
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r = 4 interactions is barely enough for k equal to the number of letters in a
short sentence, r = 8 is more than sufficient for k equal to the number of all
elementary particles in the entire observable universe. Thus from a practical
perspective, r(k) is effectively a constant, although it remains an interesting
theoretical question whether r(k) = ω(1) (Conjecture 1).
For the lower bound, the general recipe is based on the symmetric data
processing constant introduced in [21]. Previously, the data processing con-
stant s∗r has been connected to two party estimation and hypothesis testing
in [13]; the idea was canonized as the following statement: “Information for
hypothesis testing locally” is upper bounded by s∗r times “Information com-
municated mutually”. However, the definition of s∗r involves an optimization
over infinitely many variables, and previous bounds on s∗r are also not tight
enough for our purpose. Instead, we first use an idea of simulation of contin-
uous variables to reduce the problem to estimation of Bernoulli distributions,
for which s∗r is easier to analyze. Then we use some new techniques to bound
s∗r.
Let us emphasize that this paper concerns density estimation at a given
point, rather than estimating the global density function. For the latter
problem, it is optimal for Alice to just quantize the sample and send it to
Bob, which we will show in a forthcoming paper. The mean square error (in
`2 norm) of estimating global density function scales differently than the case
of point-wise density estimation since the messages cannot be tailored to the
given point, a distinction not seen in the centralized setting.
Organization of the paper. We review the background on nonparametric
estimation, data processing constants and testing independence in Section 2.
The formulation of the two-party nonparametric estimation problem and
the summary of main results are given in Section 3. Section 4 examines the
problem of estimating a parameter in a pair of biased Bernoulli distributions,
which will be used as a building block in our nonparametric estimation algo-
rithm. Section 5 proves some bounds on information exchanges, which will
be the key auxiliary results for the proof of upper bound for Bernoulli esti-
mation in Section 6, and for nonparametric estimation in Section 7. Finally,
lower bounds are proved in Section 8 in the one-way case and in Section 9 in
the interactive case.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Nonparametric Estimation. Let us recall the basics about the prob-
lem of estimating a smooth density; more details may be found in [30].
Let d ≥ 1 integer, and s = (s1, . . . , sd) ∈ Zd≥0 be an multi-index. For
x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd, let Ds denote the differential operator
Ds =
∂s1+···+sd




Given β ∈ (0,∞), let bβc be the maximum integer strictly smaller than β
[30] (note the difference with conventions in standard mathematical texts).
Given a function f whose domain includes a set A ⊆ Rd, define ‖f‖A,β as
the minimum L ≥ 0 such that
|Dsf(x1)−Dsf(x2)| ≤ L‖x1 − x2‖β−bβc2 , ∀x1, x2 ∈ A,(2)
for all multi-indices s such that s1 + · · ·+ sd = bβc.
Given L > 0, let H(β, L) be the class of probability density functions p
satisfying ‖p‖Rd,β ≤ L. Let x0 ∈ Rd be arbitrary. The following result on the





E[|Tn − p(x0)|2] = Θ(n−
2β
d+2β )(3)
where the infimum is over all estimators Tn of p(x0), i.e., measurable maps
from i.i.d. samples X1, . . . , Xn ∼ p to R. In this paper the precise meaning
of the Landau notations will be explained in each section or proofs of specific
theorems, and Θ(·) in (3) may hide constants independent of n.
We say K : Rd → R is a kernel of order l (l ∈ {1, 2, . . . }) if
∫
K = 1 and
all up to the l-th derivatives of the Fourier transform of K vanish at 0 [30,
Definition 1.3]. Therefore the rectangular kernel, which is the indicator of a












where h ∈ (0,∞) is called bandwidth. If K is a kernel of order l = bβc, then
the kernel estimator (4) with appropriate h achieves the bound in (3) [30,
Chapter 1].
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2.2. Strong and Symmetric Data Processing Constants. The strong
data processing constant has proved useful in many distributed estimation
problems [5, 2, 11, 36]. In particular, it is strongly connected to two party
hypothesis testing under the one-way protocol. In contrast, the symmetric
data processing constant is a name coined in [21] which can be viewed as a
natural extension to interactive protocols. This section recalls their defini-
tions and auxiliary results, which will mainly be used in the proofs of lower
bounds; however, the intuitions are useful for the upper bounds as well.
Given two probability measures P , Q on the same measurable space,









Unless otherwise specified, the base of logarithms can be arbitrary but remain








Let X, Y be two random variables with joint distribution PXY . Define the
mutual information
I(X;Y ) := D(PXY ‖PX × PY ).(7)
Definition 1. Let PXY be an arbitrary distribution on X × Y. Define the
strong data processing constant





where PU |X is a conditional distribution (with U being an arbitrary set), and
the mutual informations are computed under the joint distribution PU |XPXY .
We may also use the abbreviation s∗(X;Y ).
Clearly, the value of s∗(X;Y )P does not depend on the choice of the base
of logarithm.
A basic yet useful property of the strong data processing constant is
tensorization: if (Xn, Y n) ∼ P nXY then
s∗(Xn;Y n) = s∗(X;Y ).(9)
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Now if (Xn, Y n) are the samples observed by Alice and Bob, Π1 denotes the
message sent to Bob, then I(Π1;X
n) ≤ k which implies that
D(PΠ1Y n‖PΠ1PY n) ≤ s∗(X;Y )k.(10)
The left side is the KL divergence between the distribution under the hypoth-
esis that X, Y follows some joint distribution, and the distribution under the
hypothesis that X, Y are independent. Thus the error probabilities in test-
ing against independence with one-way protocols can be lower bounded. This
simple argument dates back to [2].
A similar argument can be extended to testing independence under inter-
active protocols [33]. The fundamental fact enabling such extensions is the
tensorization of certain information-theoretic quantities, which also appeared
in the context of lossy coding [18], and secret key and common randomness
generation [21].
Definition 2. Let (X, Y ) ∼ PXY . For given r < ∞, define s∗r(X;Y )P
(sometimes abbreviated as s∗r(X;Y )) as the supremum of R/S such that there

















1≤i≤r means sum over i ∈ {1, . . . , r}\2Z, and U i−1 := (U1, . . . , Ui−1))
and
Ui − (X,U i−1)− Y, i ∈ {1, . . . , r} \ 2Z(13)
Ui − (Y, U i−1)−X, i ∈ {1, . . . , r} ∩ 2Z(14)
are Markov chains. We call s∗∞(X;Y ) the symmetric data processing con-
stant.
Let us remark that using the Markov chains we have
odd∑
1≤i≤r




= I(X;Y )− I(X;Y |U r)(15)








I(Ui;Y |U i−1) = I(U r;XY ).(17)
In the computer science literature [4], I(U r;XY ) is referred to as the ex-
ternal information whereas I(U r;X|Y ) + I(U r;Y |X) is called the internal
information.
The symmetric strong data processing constant is symmetric in the roles
of X and Y , since r = ∞ in the definition. On the other hand, s∗1(X;Y )
coincides with the strong data processing constant which is generally not
symmetric in the roles of X and Y .
s∗∞ is intimately related to interactive hypothesis testing and estimation
problems. A useful general upper bound on s∗∞ in terms of SVD was provided
in [21, Theorem 4], which was known to be tight for the binary symmetric
distribution. However, that approach is not tight enough for the nonpara-
metric estimation problem we consider, and in fact we propose a new upper
bounding strategy Section 9.
2.3. Testing Against Independence. In this section we recall the rela-
tion between s∗r and independence testing. Consider the setting: PXY is an
arbitrary distribution on X × Y ; PXY = PXnY n = P⊗nXY ; PΠ|XY = PW r|XY
is the conditional distribution of the messages (a.k.a. the transcript) given
(X,Y); P̄XY = PXPY is the auxiliary distribution under which X and Y
are independent and having the same marginals as the true distribution;
P̄Π|XY := PΠ|XYP̄XY is determined by the given algorithm (protocol) de-
scribed above.
The following result appeared in, e.g.,[33, 14, 13]
Lemma 1. D(PYΠ‖P̄YΠ) ≤ I(X; Y)− I(X; Y|Π).
Now by the definition of s∗r, we immediately obtain
s∗r(X;Y ) ≥






3. Problem Setup and Main Results
The class of probability density functions of interest is defined as follows:
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Definition 3. Given d ∈ {1, 2, . . . }, L > 0, A ∈ (0, 1), and β > 0, let
H(β, L,A) be the space of probability measures on X × Y (where X = Y =
[0, 1]d) such that
pX(x), pY (y) ≥ A, ∀x, y ∈ [0, 1]d,(20)
and moreover,
‖pXY ‖[0,1]2d,β ≤ L,(21)
where pXY , pX , pY are the density and the marginal densities respectively.
The problem is to estimate the density at a given point of an unknown
distribution from H(β, L,A). More precisely,
• PXY is a fixed but unknown distribution on [0, 1]2d, where both X and
Y belong to Rd. Moreover, assume that the corresponding density
pXY belongs to the class H(β, L,A) for some β > 0, L > 0, and
A ∈ (0, 1).
• Infinite sequence of pairs (X1, Y1), (X2, Y2),. . . are i.i.d. according to
PXY . Alice observes (Xl)
∞
l=1 and Bob observes (Yl)
∞
l=1.
• Unlimited common randomness Π0 is observed by both Alice and
Bob. That is, an infinite random bit string independent of (X,Y)
shared by Alice and Bob.
• For i = 1, . . . , r (r is an integer), if i is odd, then Alice sends to Bob
a message Πi, which is a bit string satisfying the prefix condition
1,
where Πi is computed using the common randomness Π0, the previous
transcripts Πi−1 = (Π1, . . . ,Πi−1), and (Xl)
∞
l=1; if i is even, then Bob




• Bob computes an estimate p̂ of the true density pXY (x0, y0) at a given
point (x0, y0) ∈ (0, 1)2d.
NP Estimation Problem. For a given r ∈ {1, . . . , } ∪ {∞}, and a given
budget k > 0 of the expected length of the transcript
E[|Πr|] ≤ k,(22)
1The prefix condition means that if s1 and s2 are two bit strings that can possibly be
sent from Alice to Bob, then s1 cannot be a prefix of s2. This is to ensure that Bob knows
that the current round has terminated after finishing reading s1.
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E[|p̂− pXY (x0, y0)|2]?(23)
Remark 1. There would be no essential difference if the problem were formu-
lated with |Π| ≤ k almost surely and |p̂−pXY (x0, y0)|2 ≤ R(k) with probability
(say) at least 1/2. Indeed, for the upper bound direction, those conditions are
satisfied with a truncation argument, once we have an algorithm satisfying
E[|Π|] ≤ k/4 and E[|p̂− pXY (x0, y0)|2] ≤ R(k)/4, by Markov’s inequality and
the union bound, therefore results only differ with a constant factor. For the
lower bound, the proof can be extended to the high probability version, since
we used they Le Cam style argument [35].
Remark 2. The common randomness assumption is common in the com-
munication complexity literature, and, in some sense, is equivalent to private
randomness [22]. In our upper bound proof, the common randomness is the
randomness in the codebooks. Random codebooks give rise to convenient prop-
erties, such as the fact that the expectation of the distribution of the matched
codewords equals exactly the product of idealized single-letter distributions
(126). It is likely, however, that some approximate versions of these proofs
steps, and ultimately the same asymptotic risk, should hold for some carefully
designed deterministic codebooks.








for one-way (r = 1) protocols, where Θ(·) hides multiplicative factors de-
pending on L, β, and A. Moreover, the lower bound in (24) holds for all
β ∈ (0,∞).
The proof of the upper bound is in Section 7.1. Recall that nonparametric
density estimation using a rectangular kernel is equivalent to counting the
frequency of samples in a neighborhood of a given diameter, the bandwidth,
which we denote as ∆. A naive protocol is for Alice to send the indices
of samples in x0 + [−∆,∆]d. Locating each sample in that neighborhood
requires on average Θ(log 1
∆
) = Θ(log k) bits. Thus Θ(k/ log k) samples in
that neighborhood can be located. It turns out that the naive protocol is
asymptotically optimal.
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The proof of the lower bound (Section 8) follows by a reduction to testing
independence for biased Bernoulli distributions, via a simulation argument.
Although some arguments are similar to [13], the present problem concerns
biased Bernoulli distributions instead. The (KL) strong data processing con-
stant turns out to be drastically different from the χ2 data processing con-
stant, as opposed to the cases of many familiar distributions such as the
unbiased Bernoulli or the Gaussian distributions.
As alluded, our main result is that the risk can be strictly improved when
interactions are allowed:








for interactive (r = ∞) protocols, where Θ(·) hides multiplicative factors






), where the super-logarithm slog2 is defined as the inverse
of tetration in base 2. Moreover, the lower bound in (25) holds for all β ∈
(0,∞).
The upper bound of Theorem 2 is given in Section 7.2, which is based
on a novel multi-round estimation scheme for biased Bernoulli distributions
formulated and analyzed in Sections 4,5,6. Roughly speaking, the intuition
is to “locate” the samples within neighborhoods of (x0, y0) by successively
refinements, which is more complexity-effective than revealing the location
at once.
The lower bound of Theorem 2 is given Section 9. The main technical
hurdle is to develop new and tighter bounds on the symmetric data processing
constant in [21] for the biased binary cases.
4. Estimation of Biased Bernoulli Distributions
As mentioned, we achieve nonparametric estimation by estimating the
probability that X, Y fall into neighborhoods of x0, y0 of diameter equal to
the bandwidth. Indicators that samples are within such neighborhoods are
Bernoulli variables. Therefore, algorithms for the following Bernoulli problem
will serve as useful building block for nonparametric density estimation. For
notational simplicity, we shall use X, Y for the Bernoulli variables in this
section as well as Sections 5-6, although we should keep in mind that these
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are not the continuous variables in the original nonparametric estimation
problem.
Bernoulli Estimation Problem:
• A fixed and known real number m ∈ (10,∞), and an unknown δ ∈
[−1,m− 1].

























Alice observes (X(l))∞l=1 and Bob observes (Y (l))
∞
l=1.
• Unlimited common randomness.
Goal: Alice and Bob estimate δ before exchanging messages in no more than
r rounds (for some given r).
Our algorithm is described as follows:
Input. m ∈ (10,∞); positive integer n and r; a sequence of real numbers
α1, . . . , αr ∈ (1,∞); a real number ε > 0.
Initiallization. By applying a common function to the common random-
ness, Alice and Bob can produce a shared the infinite array (Vi,j(l)), where
i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . }, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, such that the entries in the
array are independent random variables, with Vi,j(l) ∼ Bern(1− α−1i ). Also
set
U0(l) = 0, ∀l = 1, . . . , n.(27)
Iterations. Consider any i = 1, . . . , r, where i is odd. Define
A0 := {l ≤ n : X(l) = 0, Ui−1(l) = 0};(28)
A1 := {l ≤ n : X(l) = 1, Ui−1(l) = 0};(29)
A := {l ≤ n : Ui−1(l) = 0}.(30)
Note that Alice knows both A0 and A1, while Bob knows A, since it will be
seen from the recursion that Alice and Bob both know U1, . . . ,Ui−1 at this
point. Alice chooses ĵi as the minimum nonnegative integer j such that
Vi,j(l) = 0, ∀l ∈ A0.(31)
2In this paper, we use the convention that PXY is represented by the matrix[
PXY (0, 0) PXY (0, 1)
PXY (1, 0) PXY (1, 1)
]
.
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Alice encodes ĵi using a prefix code, e.g. Elias gamma code [12], and sends
it to Bob. Then both Alice and Bob compute Ui ∈ {0, 1}n by
Ui(l) := V(i,ĵi)(l), ∀l ∈ A;(32)
Ui(l) := 1, ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ A.(33)
The operations in the i-th round for even i is similar, with the roles of Alice
and Bob reversed.
























For i ∈ {1, . . . , r} ∪ 2Z, define Γi(ui, x) similarly with the roles of X and Y
















respectively. Finally, Alice’s and Bob’s estimators are given by










where E(δ) refers to expectation with respect to P (δ)XY and ∂δ refers to the
derivative in δ. The above estimators are well-defined: Note that P
(δ)
XY is
linear in δ while PUi|Ui−1XY is independent of δ. Therefore P
(δ)
XY is linear in δ
and ∂δE(δ)[ΓA] and ∂δE(δ)[ΓB] are independent of δ, and can be computed by
Alice and Bob without knowing δ. Moreover, such linearity in δ immediately
yields E(δ)[δ̂A] = E(δ)[δ̂B] = δ, therefore:
Theorem 3. δ̂A and δ̂B are unbiased estimators.
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5. Bounds on Information Exchanges
In this section we prove key auxiliary results that will be used in the
upper bounds.
5.1. General (αi). Fix m > 10 (not necessarily integer). Let α1, . . . , αr ∈













For any δ ∈ [−1,m− 1], let P (δ)XY be the distribution on {0, 1}2 with the ma-
trix (26). Next, we define a sequence of binary random variables U1, . . . , Ur
recursively: For each i ∈ {1, . . . , r} \ 2Z, suppose that the joint distribu-
tion of (X, Y, U i−1) has been specified. The define the following conditional
distributions3
PUi|X=0,U i−1=0 = [1, 0];(42)
PUi|X=1,U i−1=0 = [α
−1
i , 1− α−1i ];(43)
PUi|X=0,U i−1 6=0 = PUi|X=1,U i−1 6=0 = [0, 1].(44)
Then we set PUi|XY U i−1 = PUi|XU i−1 ; that is, there is a Markov chain Ui −
(XU i−1) − Y . Note that by definition, Ui = 1 implies Ui+1 = 1 for each
i = 1, . . . , r − 1. For i = 1, . . . , r even, we use similar definitions, but with
the roles of X and Y switched. With such recursive definitions, we have
specified the conditional distributions PUi|XY U i−1 , i = 1, . . . , r, which are
independent of δ. The joint distribution P
(δ)
XY Ur , depends on, and in fact is
linear in, δ.
Theorem 4. With P
(δ)



























3For the vector representation, we use the convention that PU = [PU (0), PU (1)].
























assuming the natural base of logarithms.
Proof. By the definitions of PUi|XU i−1 and PUi|Y U i−1 , we can verify that the










































where we used P
(0)
X|U i−1(0|0) = P
(0)



















Ui|U i−1(0|0) = P
(0)





















































α−1j + PY (0)
]
(58)
for any i = 1, . . . , r. We also see from (56) that for any i odd,
P
(0)































j ≥ 10m . Therefore, the claim
(45) follows, and (46) is similar.
Next, For each i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, define
δi :=
PXY |U i−1=0(0, 0)
PX|U i−1=0(0)PY |U i−1=0(0)
− 1.(62)















XY |U i−1(0, 0|0)P
(δ)
XY |U i−1(1, 1|0)
P
(δ)
XY |U i−1(0, 1|0)P
(δ)
XY |U i−1(1, 0|0)
(63)
for any i ∈ {1, . . . , r}. We therefore have


























By continuity, we have
b(δ) = b(0) + o(1);(67)
c(δ) = c(0) + o(1),(68)
as δ → 0. It is also easy to see that δi = O(δ) (for this proof, only δ is the
variable, and all other constants, such as m and (αi), can be hidden in the






















































+ o(δ2) ≥ 0.94δ2 + o(δ2).(72)




In the following we shall omit the superscripts (δ) unless otherwise noted.
Consider i odd. Then
I(Ui;Y |U i−1 = 0)
= aD(PY |U i=0‖PY |U i−1=0) + āD(PY |Ui=1,U i−1=0‖PY |U i−1=0)(74)
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PY |U i=0(0) =
b
b+ α−1i b̄











Therefore as δ → 0,

























cb2(αi − 1)δ2 + o(δ2)(80)
where d(a‖b) := a log a
b
+ (1− a) log 1−a
1−b denotes the binary divergence func-
tion, and recall that we assumed the natural base of logarithms. On the
other hand, PY |Ui=1,U i−1=0(0) = PY |X=1,U i−1=0(0) = c−
δi−1bc
1−b . Therefore




















Turning back to (74), we obtain

















(αi − 1)b2cδ2 + o(δ2)(86)
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where (85) follows since (55) implies





































= α−1i + o(1)(90)
and






























≥ 0.9α−1i + o(1).(94)
Moreover, by (49),

















































































































Theorem 4 also implies the following bound on the external information (see
(17)):
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5.2. r = 1 Case. Specializing Theorem 4 we obtain:



















5.3. r = ∞ Case. Denote by n2 the n-th tetration of 2, which is defined
recursively by 02 = 1 and
n2 := 2(
(n−1)2).(112)
Let r0 be the minmum integer such that
expe(
r02− 1) ≥ m
10
.(113)
For m > 10 we have r0 ≥ 1. Then we set
r := 2r0;(114)
α2k−1 := α2k := expe(
k2− (k−1)2), ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r0 − 1};(115)






































The first inequality above follows by αr−1 =
m
10
expe(1− (r0−1)2) ≤ expe(r02−





















































where r = 2r0 and r0 is defined in (113).











to be convergent. Therefore βk cannot grow faster than βk = exp(βk−1)
which is tetration. However this only amounts to a lower bound on r for a
particular design of PUr|XY . Since tetration grows super fast, from a practical
viewpoint r is essentially a constant. Nevertheless, it remains an interesting
theoretical question whether r need to grow:
Conjecture 1. If there is an algorithm (indexed by k) achieving the optimal
risk (25) for nonparametric estimation, then necessarily r →∞ as k →∞.
6. Achievability Bounds for Bernoulli Estimation
In this section we analyze the performance of the Bernoulli distribution
estimation algorithm described in Section 4.
6.1. Communication Complexity. Consider any i ∈ {1, . . . , r}∩2Z. From
(32)-(33), we see that conditioned on X,Y,U1, . . . ,Ui−1, we have
Ui ∼ P⊗nUi|XU i−1(·|X,U1, . . . ,Ui−1),
where PUi|XU i−1 is as defined in (42)-(44). Therefore, denoting by P̂XYUi the
empirical distribution of (X(l), Y (l), U1(l), . . . , Ui(l))
n
l=1, we have
E(δ)[P̂XYUi |X,Y,Ui−1] = P̂XYUi−1PUi|XU i−1 ,(126)
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where we recall that E(δ) means expectation where (Xi, Yi) ∼ P (δ)XY . In par-
ticular,
E(δ)[P̂XYUr ] = P (δ)XY PUr|XY .(127)
Let `(ĵi) := 2blog2(ĵi)c+ 1 be the number of bits need to encode the positive
integer ĵi using the Elias gamma code [12]. We have
E(δ)[`(ĵi)|X,Y,Ui−1] ≤ 2E(δ)[log2 ĵi|X,Y,Ui−1] + 1(128)
≤ 2 log2 E(δ)[ĵi|X,Y,Ui−1] + 1(129)
= 2 log2 α
nP̂XUi−1 (0,0)
i + 1(130)
= 2P̂XUi−1(0,0) log2 αi + 1(131)
where (130) follows from the formula of expectation of the geometric distribu-
tion. Since P
(δ)
XY is dominated by (1+δ)P
(0)
XY and since PUr|XY is independent
of δ, we have
E(δ)[`(ĵi)] ≤ 2(1 + δ)nP (0)XUi−1(0,0) log2 αi + 1.(132)
6.2. Expectation of ΓB. Recall that ΓB was defined in (35). Pick arbitrary










and since PY and (P
(δ)









Next, observe that for any l ∈ {1, . . . , n},
E(0)[Γi(U i(l), Y (l))|U i−1(l), Y (l)]
= E(0)





Ui|Y U i−1(Ui(l)|Y, U
i−1(l))



































































where (138) used (127); (139) used (137) and the linearity of P δU i−1Y in δ;
(141) used (134); (142) follows from (137). Note that although the left side








E(0)[Γ2i (U i(1), Y (1))].(144)
Lemma 4. Let (U i, Y ) ∼ P (δ)
U iY
. We have






where the logarithmic base of the mutual information is natrual.
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where we defined the conditional KL divergence
D(PY |X‖QY |X |PX) :=
∫
D(PY |X=x‖QY |X=x)dPX(x),
and (149) follows since limδ→0 P
(δ)
U i−1Y = P
(0)
U i−1Y . 






Γi(U1(l), . . . , Ui(l), Y (l))(152)





























Γi(U1(1), . . . , Ui(1), Y (1))
)2(155)
≤ (1 + δ)E(0)
( odd∑
1≤i≤r
Γi(U1(1), . . . , Ui(1), Y (1))
)2(156)





Γ2i (U1(1), . . . , Ui(1), Y (1))
]
(157)
where (156) follows since P (δ) is dominated by (1 + δ)P (0); (157) used (137).
Therefore





Γ2i (U1(1), . . . , Ui(1), Y (1))
]
= (1 + δ)IB.
(158)
6.4. r = 1 Case. We now prove achievability bounds for the Bernoulli dis-
tribution estimation algorithm.
Corollary 5. Given m > 10, for r = 1 and α1 :=
m
10










E[|δ̂B − δ|2] = var(δ)(ΓB) · (∂δE(δ)[ΓB])−2(159)
≤ (1 + δ)IB · (IB)−2(160)
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where (159) follows since δ̂B is unbiased (Theorem 3); (160) follows from
(143) and (158); (161) follows from Lemma 4; lastly we used Corollary 2.
As for the communication cost






(0, 0) log2 αi + 1(163)






where we used (132) and Corollary 2. 
6.5. r =∞ Case.
Corollary 6. Given m > 10, for r, (αi) defined in Section 5.3, the mean
square error E[|δ̂B − δ|2] ≤ 25(1+δ)m
2
n







Proof. The bound on the mean square error is similar to the r = 1 case:
E[|δ̂B − δ|2] ≤ var(δ)(ΓB) · (∂δE(δ)[ΓB])−2(165)
≤ (1 + δ)IB · (IB)−2(166)














except that we use Corollary 3 in the last step.
For the communication cost,
















where used (132) and Corollary 3. 
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7. Density Estimation Upper Bounds
In this section we will build up nonparametric density estimators based
on the Bernoulli distribution estimator. Consider a number m > 10 (which
will be specified later as a polynomial of k). Next, we choose hA, hB > 1 such
that




which is possible for given Hölder smooth probability density and large
enough k (and hence large enough m). Define PXY as the probability distri-
bution induced by PXY and
X := 1{X /∈ x0 ∈ hA[−1, 1]d};(172)
Y := 1{Y /∈ y0 ∈ hB[−1, 1]d}.(173)
Let δ ≥ −1 be the number such that PXY is the matrix(
1
m2


















Then we estimate the parameter δ in PXY using the algorithm for binary








We next show that the smoothness of the density enforces that 1 + δ is
at most the order of a constant. Recall that A is a density lower bound on
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Clearly B can be bounded above by a finite constant depending only on β, L.
Let us introduce the notations
A := x0 + hA[−1, 1]d;(178)
B := y0 + hA[−1, 1]d.(179)
Then















Next, the bias of the density estimator is





− pXY (x0, y0)(182)
which is just the bias of the rectangular kernel estimator (with bandwidths
hA and hB in the two subspaces). The rectangle kernel is order 1 [30, Defi-
nition 1.3] while by assumption β ∈ (0, 2], therefore the bias is bounded by
([30, Proposition 1.2])
|E[p̂B]− pXY (x0, y0)| ≤ C max{hA, hB}β(183)
where C is a constant depending only on β, d and L.
7.1. One-Way Case. By Corollary 5 and (181), we can bound the variance




















where (186) used (181). Also by Corollary 5, the communication constraint






+ 1 ≤ k.(187)


















so that the communication constraint is satisfied while the risk is bounded
by













where D is a constant depending only on β, L, and A, and we used the fact
that δ is bounded above by (181) and the bound on max{hA, hB} shown in
(176). This proves the upper bound in Theorem 1.










By Corollary 6, for k large enough we have m > 10, and the communication
cost is bounded by k. Moreover from (191), the risk is bounded by Dk−
2β
d+2β
for some D depending only on β, L, and A. The claim on the bound on r is
seen from (113).
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8. One-way Density Estimation Lower Bound
8.1. Upper Bounding s∗(X;Y ). The pointwise estimation lower bound is
obtained by lower bounding the risk for estimating PXY (with X and Y being
indictors of neighborhoods of x0, y0), and applying Le Cam’s inequality to
the latter. Therefore we are led to considering the strong data processing
constant for the biased Bernoulli distribution.
Theorem 5. Let P
(δ)
XY be as defined in (26). where δ ∈ (−1, 1) and m > 1.
Then s∗(X;Y )P ≤ δ
2
m lnm−m+1 .
Proof. For this proof we can assume without loss of generality that the log-
arithms are natrual. For any QX , let QY be the output through the channel
















where we define the χ2 divergence in (6).
The justification of the steps are as follows: (195) is well-known. (196)
follows since the χ2 divergence dominates the KL divergence (see e.g. [26]).
To see (197), note that
Dχ2 (QY ‖PY )
Dχ2 (QX‖PX)
is bounded by ρ2m(X, Y )P , the square of
the maximal correlation coefficient (see e.g.
citeahlswede1976spreading,anantharam2013maximal. As the operator norm






















see e.g. [3]. Since M is a symmetric matrix, its singular values are its eigen-



















which is evident from (199). Therefore ρm(X;Y ) =
δ
m−1 . Moreover, since χ
2
and KL divergences are both f -divergences, their ratio can be bounded by












see e.g. [26] for detailed proofs. To show (202), it suffices to show that
inf
u∈(−1,m−1]
(1 + u) ln(1 + u)− u
u2
is achieved at u = m− 1. For this, it suffices to show that the derivative of
the objective function, −(2+u) ln(1+u)+2u
u3
is negative on (−1,m − 1]. Indeed,
define φ(u) := (2 + u) ln(1 + u)− 2u. We can check that φ(0) = 0, φ′(0) = 0,
and φ′′(u) = u
(1+u)2
, which imply that φ(u) > 0 for u > 0 and φ(u) < 0 for
u < 0. Therefore (202), and hence (197), holds. 
8.2. Lower Bounding One-Way NP Estimation Risk. Given k, d, β, L,A,
consider a distribution PXY on {0, 1}2 with matrix(
1
m2























2β+d and δ := m−
β
d , with a := 16β+8d
d
ln 2 being a con-
stant. We then need to “simulate” smooth distributions from such Bernoulli
distribution.
Let f : Rd → [0,∞) be a function satisfying the following properties:
• f has a compact support;
•
∫
Rd f = 1;
• f(x) ∈ [0, 1], for all x ∈ Rd;
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• ‖f‖Rd,β < L4 ;
• Define g(x, y) = f(x)f(y) as a function on R2d. Then ‖g‖R2d,β < L4 .
Clearly, such a function exists for given β, L, d. For sufficiently large m such
that m−1/d supp(f) +x0 ∈ [0, 1]d and m−1/d supp(f) + y0 ∈ [0, 1]d (recall that


















, clearly the above define valid probability densities








[1− f(m1/d(y − y0))], ∀y ∈ [0, 1]d,(207)
which are also probability densities on [0, 1]d. Define PXY |XY = PX|XPY |Y ,
where PX|X and PY |Y are conditional distributions defined by the densities
above. Under the joint distribution PXYXY , we have
pX(x) = pY (y) = 1, ∀x, y ∈ [0, 1]d.(208)
Define
P̄XYXY = PX|XPY |Y PXPY .(209)
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We now check that the density of PXY satisfies ‖pXY ‖(0,1)2d,β ≤ L for m



















(pX|X=0(x)− pX|X=1(x))(pY |Y=0(y)− pY |Y=1(y))
(212)

























f(m1/d(x− x0))f(m1/d(y − y0)).
(214)
By the assumptions on f , we see that












Therefore ‖pXY ‖(0,1)2d,β ≤ L for m ≥ 10.
Now we can apply a Le Cam style argument [35] for the estimation lower
bound. Suppose that there exists an algorithm that estimates the density at
(x0, y0) as p̂. Alice and Bob can convert this to an algorithm for testing the
binary distributions PXY against P̄XY . Indeed, suppose that (X,Y) is an in-
finite sequence of i.i.d. random variable pairs according to either PXY or P̄XY .
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Using the local randomness (which is implied by the common randomness),
Alice and Bob can simulate the sequence of i.i.d. random variables (X,Y)
according to either PXY or P̄XY , by applying the random transformations
PX|X and PY |Y coordinate-wise. Then Alice and Bob can apply the density
estimation algorithm to obtain p̂. Note that p̄XY (x0, y0) = 1 while








the latter following from (213). Now suppose that Bob declares PXY if
|p̂− pXY (x0, y0)| ≤ |p̂− 1|,(219)
and P̄XY otherwise. By Chebyshev’s inequality, the error probability (under










E[|p̂− pXY (x0, y0)|2].(220)














≤ 8β + 4d
dak
(224)
when m is sufficiently large. However, it is known (from Kraft’s inequality,
cf. [8]) that the expected length of a prefix code upper bounds the entropy.
Thus









Then by Pinsker’s inequality ([30]),
1−
∫



















dP̄YΠ lower bounds twice of (220). Therefore we have
sup
pXY ∈H(β,L,A)
























which is lower bounded by 1
17







2β+d for large enough
k. Since a and f(0) depend only on d, β, L, this establishes the lower bound
in Theorem 1.
9. Interactive Density Estimation Lower Bound
In this section we prove the lower bound in Theorem 2.
9.1. Upper Bounding s∗∞(X;Y ). The heart of the proof is the following
technical result:
Theorem 6. There exists c > 0 small enough such that the following holds:
For any PXY which is a the distribution on {0, 1}2 corresponding to the fol-
lowing matrix: (
p2(1 + δ) pp̄− p2δ
pp̄− p2δ p̄2 + p2δ
)
(232)
where p, |δ| ∈ [0, c) and we used the notation p̄ := 1− p, we have
s∗∞(X;Y )PXY ≤ c−1pδ2.(233)
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Proof. Choose U = (U1, U2, . . . , Ur) satisfying the Markov chain conditions
(13)-(14) and so that
s∗∞(X;Y )P (m) ≤ 2 ·
I(X;Y )− I(X;Y |U)
I(U;X, Y )
(234)
≤ 4 · I(X;Y )− I(X;Y |U)
I(U;X) + I(U;Y )
(235)
which is possible by the definition of s∗∞(X;Y ).
Given α, β ∈ [0, 1], define by Pα,β the unique distribution4 such that
Pα,β(x, y) = PXY (x, y)f(x)g(y)(236)
for some functions f and g, and such that the marginals are Pα := [α, ᾱ] and
P β := [β, β̄]. For the existence of Pα,β, see e.g. [16, 28]. Define I(α, β) as the
mutual information of (X, Y ) under Pα,β. Define λ = λ(α, β) as the number
such that Pα,β is the matrix(
αβ + λ αβ̄ − λ
ᾱβ − λ β̄β̄ + λ
)
.(237)
Given any u, let αu ∈ [0, 1] be such that PX|U=u = (αu, ᾱu). Define βu
similarly but for PY |U=u. With these notations, note that
E[αU] = E[βU] = p;(238)
and
I(X;Y )− I(X;Y |U) = I(p, p)− E[I(αU, βU)];(239)
I(U;X) + I(U;Y ) = E[d(αU‖p) + d(βU‖p)](240)
where we recall that d(·‖·) denotes the binary divergence function. Define
ψ(α, β) := d(α‖p) + d(β‖p).(241)
Then note that ψ(α, β) is a smooth nonnegative function on [0, 1]2 with
vanishing value and first derivatives at (p, p). Also, define
φ(α, β) := I(p, p)− I(α, β) + Iα(p, p)(α− p) + Iβ(p, p)(β − p)(242)
4Alternatively, Pα,β equals the I-projection arg minQXY D(QXY ‖PXY ) under the con-
straints QX = [α, ᾱ] and QY = [β, β̄] [9, Corollary 3.3].
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. Then φ is also a smooth function on [0, 1]2
with vanishing value and first derivatives at (p, p). Moreover, due to (238),
we have
E[φ(αU, βU)] = I(p, p)− E[I(αU, βU)].(243)
Thus to prove the theorem it suffices to show the existence of sufficiently






where the sup is over α, β ∈ (0, 1).















for α ∈ [0, 10p], we
have
ψ(α, β) ≥ log e
20p
[(α− p)2 + (β − p)2](245)
for (α, β) ∈ [0, 10p]2. Now if we can show that
sup
(α,β)∈[0,10p]2




we will obtain sup(α,β)∈[0,10p]2
φ(α,β)
ψ(α,β)
. pδ2 which matches (244). Here
and below, x . y means that there is an absolute constant C > 0
such that x ≤ Cy when c in the theorem statement (and hence p and
|δ|) is sufficiently small.
Before explicitly computing ∂2φ(α, β), we give some intuitions why
we should expect (247) to be true. For fixed α, β, p, we will show that
I(α, β) = Ĩ(α, β) + o(δ2)(248)
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If the difference between I(α, β) and Ĩ(α, β) could be neglected, then






































where the last step follows by comparing with (251). Since I(α, β)/Ĩ(α, β)→
1 as δ → 0, we see (248) holds. Of course, (248) does not really show
(247) since approximation of function values generally does not imply
approximation of the derivatives. However, we shall next explicitly
take the derivatives to give a real proof, and the above observations
are useful guides.















= (β + λα) log(1 +
λ
αβ




(−β − λα) log(1−
λ
ᾱβ







λ. Next, we express λα, λβ and λα,β in terms of λ.































In the rest of the proof the notation f(t) = O(t) means |f(t)| . |t|
















































































































Now, taking the derivative in (255), we obtain
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In deriving (262), we applied the Taylor expansions of the logarithms
and the fractions. Plugging (259) and (261) into (262), we obtain






if |δ|, p < c and c is sufficiently small.





























































































) + λ2 ·Θ( 1
p6
) + λ ·Θ( 1
p4
) = 0.(266)
Since, analogous to (259), we have λα = O(
λ
α






Tighter estimates of λα,α are possible, but the above will suffice. We
now take the derivative of (255) in α:














































































































We can Taylor expand I1 using the facts that λα,α = O(
λ
p2




















By symmetry same bound holds for |∂β,βI(α, β)| as well. Together
with (263), we thus validated (247), and consequently (244) in this
case.
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• Case 2: max{α, β} ≥ 10p.
Without loss of generality assume that α ≥ β and α ≥ 10p. Let us
show that
∂αI(p, p) . pδ
2.(274)





















when c is sufficiently small since λ
p2
= O(δ) which follows from (250).
Applying similar bounds on the other terms in (255), we find that











Remark that the first term in (276) is exactly ∂αĨ(p, p), where Ĩ(p, p)
is as in (249), and we used λ/p2 → 0 in the last step. Thus (274) is
true. Then









where we used the assumption that α ≥ β and the fact that Iα(p, p) =
Iβ(p, p). Now the assumption of α ≥ 10p implies
ψ(α, β) ≥ d(α‖p) & α.(281)
























where the minimization is easily solved by checking that the derivative






= δ2p, as desired.
• Case 3: min{α, β} ≤ 0.1p, max{α, β} < 10p.
Assume without loss of generality that α ≤ 0.1p. In this case, using
(277), we have













On the other hand,
ψ(α, β) ≥ d(α‖p) ≥ d(0.1p‖p) = (1.1− ln 10)p+O(p2) = Θ(p).(288)





= δ2p, as desired.
9.2. Lower Bounding Interactive NP Estimation Risk. The proof is
similar to the one-way case. Consider the distribution PXY on {0, 1}2 as in
(203). Let m := (ak)
d
2β+d and δ := m−
β
d , where a = 2 ln 2
c
with c being the
absolute constant in Theorem 6. Pick the function f , and define PXYXY and
PXYXY as before. Note that, as before, p̄XY is uniform on [0, 1]
2d, while
‖pXY ‖(0,1)2d,β ≤ L for m ≥ 10. pXY (x0, y0) as the same formula (218), and
Alice and Bob can convert a (now interactive) density estimation algorithm
to an algorithm for testing PXY against P̄XY . With the same testing rule
(219), the error probability under either hypothesis is again upper bounded
by (220).
Changes arise in (221), where we shall apply Theorem 6 instead. Note
that for the absolute constant c in Theorem 6, the condition 1
m
, |δ| < c is
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Then Pinsker’s inequality yields
1−
∫














































where the last line holds for sufficiently large k. Since a is a universal constant
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